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“So Complicated It Makes Your Head Hurt”
“Our insurance is so complicated
it makes my head hurt.” So said a
client when we first started going
over her bank’s insurance. “It’s
just a bunch of policies, a bunch of
insurance companies, and a whole
lot of words.”
When we were done with the conversation
she felt better and had the information she
needed to make meaningful decisions.
That’s what my work is all about. Making
insurance information available so my clients
can make meaningful decisions.
Many insurance people seem to relish in
making insurance complex. I try to eliminate
the confusion. I like my clients to understand exactly what they need to understand.
I have a whole reservoir of bank insurance
information. I give help by the glassful,
quart, or gallon — depending on what you
need.
There are four broad categories of bank
insurance:
n Financial Institution Fraud-Bond
n Management Liability
n Standard Lines Insurance
n Lender Asset Protection Insurance
Inside you’ll find my overview of bank insurance — showing the policies and coverages
that compose bank insurance.

What’s A Fraud-Bond? The financial institution bond has been around since 1916. It

was originally called the banker’s bond. It is one of the few insurance policies where the name
of the policy does not tell us what is being covered. Your auto insurance covers your car. You
property insurance protects your buildings. Workers’ compensation protects your workers…

I came up with the term “financial institution fraud-bond” (go ahead and Google it; only
my blog posts come up). I think it better describes what you are buying—coverage for
fraud losses.
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What Should You Do With This Info?
#1: Share this diagram with your insurance agent

Use this as a tool to spark discussion with your insurance agent.
(They can have their own copy at www.ScottSimmonds.com/banktree.)
I built the graphic to promote understanding by bankers of bank
insurance. Better understanding will lead to you having better
insurance.
Ask your agent for explanations, options, and suggestions of the
coverages on the chart.
The diagram becomes even more valuable if you have more than one
agent. (About half my bank clients have two or three agents.) Each
agent can tell you what coverage is where and how it works with the
other agents’ policies.
Bankers often don’t know what questions to ask their insurance
agent. My graphic will help the conversation—it’s a guide. I want
you to have a clearer idea of the breadth of your insurance coverage.
You will also gain a better feel for the quality of your insurance agent.
#2: Share this diagram with your board

Use the diagram to spark an insurance conversation with your board.
Let them see the complexity of the insurance that is a part of dayto-day bank operations. Perhaps your agent(s) should be invited to a
board meeting. My diagram can be the framework of the meeting so
that no subject is overlooked.
#3: BrIng Me In

Are you concerned with insurance gaps and overlaps? Are you
getting new perspectives on your insurance? Where are your new
insurance ideas coming from? Who asks the deep bank-insurance
questions? Are you sure your coverage is adequate?
I can help. My insurance work involves hundreds of banks and their
insurance agents. I augment your current team (or help you build a
team). I review your insurance coverage. I find the gaps in protection
and I find the overlaps. I enhance the work of your current agent by
lending specific bank insurance expertise and an outside opinion.
Perhaps you want to put your agent to the test? I can do that too.
My clients tell me that I bring up issues that nobody else has talked
with them about. They tell me I make insurance understandable. My
approach is pragmatic.
You will get unbiased advice from me. I’m a “fee-only” consultant. I
don’t sell insurance and never accept fees, gifts, or commissions from
insurance agents or insurance companies. I don’t even let them buy
me lunch. (I drink their coffee sometimes, but it usually isn’t very
good coffee.) My obligation, fidelity, and loyalty are only to you, my
client. And I know bank insurance.
Pick up the phone or email me to discuss your bank and how I can
help. Call 207-284-0085, or email Scott@ScottSimmonds.com. The
conversation is free.
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Stay Current on Bank
Insurance Issues.
Join our inner circle for
free, practical insurance
advice delivered direct
to your inbox.
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Newly Updated
Bank Insurance Limit
Recommendations
How Much Coverage Should
Your Bank Buy?—Do you have

Insurance Renewal Assistance
How are you going to manage your next
insurance renewal? Will you use the same
insurer? Will you involve multiple agents?
Should you keep the same coverage? Are you
missing protection?

The best time to start working on your
renewal is 120 days before the expiration of
your current policies. (However, my tactics
can help even if you are just days away from
the due dates.)

Is your agent working as hard as she should?
Are you missing opportunities? Is this really
the best there is? What insurers should be
in on the process? How do you select other
agents to participate?

Contact me now to discuss your bank’s situation:
Scott@ScottSimmonds.com or 207-284-0085.

enough? Are your limits of insurance
in the right places? Newly updated.
Includes bond, executive risk, umbrella
liability, cyber liability, and property insurance. Answers to the most
common question I get: “How much
coverage should we buy?”
Get your free copy by emailing Scott@
ScottSimmonds.com.

Free Bank Insurance Resources
Become a member of my “Inner Circle” and get free access to a wealth of bank insurance information. No other resource offers more information designed to help bankers who
buy insurance for their banks. Access is free—just email me at Scott@ScottSimmonds.com.
Get Access To My Past Bank Insurance Teleseminars—Sessions have included:
How To Renew Your Bank’s Insurance, Lender Asset Protection Insurance, What You Should
Know About Your Bank’s Insurance, D&O for Dummies, and Banker’s Bond Bugaboos.
Questions to Ask Your Insurance Agent—Sixty questions to ask your insurance

agent to help you understand your bank’s insurance coverage.
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